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The overall statistical system
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Why register-based research
• Easy access to data – utilize existing data

• Large sample size – total population (rare diseases?)

• Population-based studies / real-world data / complete

• Great statistical power

• Follow-up easy

• No need to contact individuals

• No non-response bias (participation, reporting)

• Easy to do due to information technology

• Valuable time has passed – latency analyses

• Administrative data high quality

• Independent data



Selectionbias

• No self selection bias
• No loss to follow-up / attrition bias
AND
• Nordic population relatively stable and 

homogeneous demography
• Universal health care system

Minor problem in register-based studies?



No/minimal selection bias

• Minimal non-response bias 
• Minimal loss to follow-up (attrition bias)
• Under risk as long as you are residents of the country
• Censor persons when they emigrate from the country
• Assuming censoring is non-informative

Norwegian study:
• How did emigration influence mortality:
• Mortality was high among those who re-immigrated (the Salmon effect)

(Kristensen et al. Eur J Epidemiol 2010;25:155-61)



Exercise 1

• What are the main strengths of the study you
planned on Monday?

• How could selection bias have influenced the 
results if you had not used registers?



Research economy

• All reasons could be formulated as research 
economy in the broadest sense

• If the registers were not available the costs
would have been higher and in some
circumstances the quality would have been
lower



Exercise

• Please consider limitations of doing register-
based research

– compared to cohort or case-control studies where
data on exposure, confounders and outcome ae 
collected from a survey



Bias in register-based studies

• Same bias as in all observational studies
– Vulnerable to systematic (and random) errors

• Data is predetermined
• Confounding / non-comparability
• Validity / misclassification
• Truncation bias
• Immortal time bias
• Data dredging
• Statistical tests – are they relevant?
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Confounding and unmeasured confounding

• Exposed group not comparable to the unexposed group 
with regard to some specific factors, e.g. 
– Physicians prescribe drugs based on diagnostic and prognostic 

information
– Factors influencing this decision vary by physician and patient 
– Clinical, functional, behavioral characteristics of patients 
– Physician’s prescribing preferences
– Often associated with the outcome
– Could result in findings that medications appear to cause 

outcomes they are meant to prevent
• The aim of handling confounding is to obtain comparable 

groups 
• Ideally we wish to construct exposed and unexposed 

groups similar on all factors except exposure



Strength of RCT

• Groups identical (at least in large studies)
• Bias

– Perfect randomization?
– Non-compliance and loss to follow-up (ITT)

• Possible in observational studies?
– Assumption of no unmeasured confounders!!
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’Adjustment’

• Confounders that require detailed information 
on 
– clinical parameters
– lifestyle
– over-the-counter medications 

• are often not measured in registers

• Causing confounding and residual 
confounding bias



Register-based studies

• Often few and unspecific confounders

• Combined with great statistical strength 
finding small effects

• Large risk of confounding bias
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Exercise 2

• Which confounders are most important in the 
study you planned on Monday?

• Do you have unmeasured confounding?
• Please consider the methods presented in last 

slide – any of them relevant for your study?



Data collection is predetermined

• Not controlled by the researcher
• Research topic needs to suit the database
• Hard to know exactly how data were 

generated
• Very difficult to validate



Data collection is predetermined

• Limit the usefulness of coded diagnoses
– Variation in coding 

• Between persons?
• Between departments?
• Institutions?
• Over time: New coding

• Errors in coding
• Limitation in specificity in the available codes
• Bound to used definitions and administrative practices

– ‘Administrators view of the world!’
– Registers contain information on the citizens in relation to public 

administrators 
– Researchers distant from the actual data collection



Validity

• Misclassification
– Risk of substantial errors due to many people entering data

– Variation in coding

• Changes in coding and classifications over time
– Disease diagnoses (ICD-8 until 1993, ICD-10 1994 onwards)

– Industrial classification

• DRG taxation (changes in fees for diagnoses and treatments)

• Validation studies important



Data quality

Two fundamental concerns:

1. Completeness of registration of individuals

2. Validity of the information
– Accuracy and degree of completeness of the 

registered data

Goldberg et al. Epidemiologic Reviews 1980;2:210-20.



Data quality - completeness

• Completeness: ”The proportion of individuals
in the target population which is correctly
classified in the register”

• Important to know whether the data source is 
population-based
– Or whether it has been through one or more 

selection procedures (e.g. Medicare)
• Also important to know whether the target

population is stable



Methods to evaluate completeness

• Compare sources
• Comprehensive records review
• Aggregated methods
• Capture – recapture



Capture-recapture



Validity

• Often the question: How high is the validity of 
register data

• Validity is the extent to which a variable 
measures what it is intended to measure

• Important measures
– Sensitivity / specificity
– Positive and negative predictive value



Validity

• Data validity can be categorized
– Errors in the register may reflect incorrect data 

entry or lack of available information
– The original source of information, correctly

entered into the register, may itself be inaccurate

• Record review is often used for the validation
– The ratio between the number of correctly

registrered persons and all registered persons is 
measured



What you need to know

• The total number of 
– True sick and healthy
– Positive and negative test results

• Often impossible





Schmidt 2015
• 114 papers, validating 1–40 codes/algorithms each and 253 in total
• PPVs ranged from below 15% to 100%.
• May result from different reference standards used

• Majority: Cross-sectional studies with medical record review as reference standard
• Other reference standards used:

– Patient interviews
– Danish Cancer Registry
– Research database
– Clinical registries
– A military conscription system database
– Danish prescription registries
– Radiology reports
– Clinical Laboratory Information 
– Danish National Pathology 
– Hospital pharmacy systems
– GP verification
– Autopsy reports



Setting and calendar year

• PPV depends on the prevalence of disease 
• Higher PPV in specialized departments
• Calendar year seems to increase quality, given 

the continuous improvement in diagnostic 
criteria and procedures used



Schmidt 2015

• The large variation underscores the need to 
validate diagnoses and treatments before 
using DNPR data for research

• Validation studies may need updates, as 
newer diagnostic criteria and procedures may 
differ from those used in older validation 
studies



Clinical Epidemiology 2016:8 49–51



What to do next?



What to do next?



Exercise 3

• Do you have validation problems with your
exposure or outcome?

• How do you think it will influence your
results?
– Non-differentially or differentially?

• Do you have validation problems with your
(most important) confounders?

• Do you think this could influence your results?



Documentation / metadata
• Statistical metadata is descriptive information or

documentation about statistical data

• Statistical metadata facilitates the sharing, querying, 
and understanding of statistical data over the lifetime 
of the data

• Increasing demand
– The need for metadata in the statistical production has 

been increasingly evident
– Most statistical offices are striving to introduce metadata 

systems, or improve existing ones
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